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PULSE O2DA ANNOUNCES NEW FIREARMS TRAINING COURSE: CHICAGO FIREARMS PERMIT COURSE ON STEROIDS
Chicago, IL, May 1, 2012
Pulse O2DA Firearms Training, Inc., announced today the availability of a new firearms training course designed specifically for
residents of the city of Chicago. This 7-hour course is for Chicago residents who are buying a firearm for the first time and meets all
requirements for the city of Chicago firearms permit process. This new course significantly exceeds all State mandated minimum
training requirements in order to provide the serious student with the most comprehensive training experience possible. Pulse
O2DA does this by limiting the class size, maximizing range time and integrating tactical briefings with on-range lectures. This
course is delivered in two phases - there is a two-hour webinar the night before the class, then 5 hours of on-range training, briefings and lectures the next morning.
The fee for this course includes a one-year subscription to the Pulse O2DA Armory, a $120 value. Upon payment of the class fee
students get immediate access to the online Pulse O2DA Armory. This course is taught at Aurora Sportsmen’s Club and various
locations in the Midwest. The cost of Chicago Firearms Permit - On Steroids is $150. Students who register for courses at a Pulse
O2DA Authorized Training Partner can save 10% .
Click the following link for class registration information: http://www.pulseo2da.com/Training_Master.html
About Pulse O2DA Firearms Training, Inc. We have one objective at Pulse O2DA - to teach our clients the gun fighting skills necessary to win the fight of their life. We don’t teach competitive shooting or recreational gun handling skills. We teach a devastatingly
effective gun fighting methodology we created called the Pulse Engine, a method that quite simply unravels an adversary. We offer
training classes, sell manuals that describe our methodology and have an on-line subscriber based gun fighting portal called the
Pulse O2DA Armory. If you are serious about weapons training and you enjoy learning not just the mechanics, but also the theory,
strategy and tactics that allow you to dominate a lethal threat confrontation - then register for a course, buy our manuals or subscribe to the Pulse O2DA Armory.
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